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Abstract
In the paper we prove an extension theorem for matrices with entries in HNðUÞ for U a
Riemann surface of a special type. One of the main components of the proof is a Grauert-type
theorem for ‘‘holomorphic’’ vector bundles deﬁned on maximal ideal spaces of certain Banach
algebras.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Let N!M be a relatively compact domain in an open Riemann surface M
such that
p1ðNÞDp1ðMÞ: ð1:1Þ
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Let R be an unbranched covering of N and i : U+R be a domain in R: Assume that
the induced homomorphism of the fundamental groups
i : p1ðUÞ-p1ðRÞ is injective:
ð1:2Þ
Any U satisfying these conditions will be called an N-domain.
In this paper, we continue the study initiated in [Br] of the space HNðUÞ; of
bounded holomorphic functions on an N-domain U : One of the main results proved
in [Br, Theorem 1.1], was a Forelli-type theorem on projections for HNðUÞ: In the
present paper, we prove an extension theorem for matrices with entries in HNðUÞ: In
order to formulate our main result let us recall the following deﬁnition.
We say that a collection f1;y; fn of functions from HNðUÞ satisﬁes the corona
condition if there exists d40 such that
j f1ðzÞj þ j f2ðzÞj þyþ j fnðzÞjXd for all zAU : ð1:3Þ
Let DCC be the open unit disk. Combining the Forelli-type theorem with the
celebrated Carleson corona theorem [C] for HNðDÞ we proved in [Br, Corollary 1.5]
that the corona problem is solvable in HNðUÞ; meaning that for any f1;y; fn
satisfying (1.3) there are g1;y; gnAHNðUÞ such that
f1g1 þ f2g2 þ?þ fngn  1: ð1:4Þ
In this paper, we consider a matrix version of the corona problem:
Theorem 1.1. Let A ¼ ðaijÞ be an n  k matrix, kon; with entries in HNðUÞ: Assume
that the family of determinants of submatrices of A of order k satisfies the corona
condition. Then there exists an n  n matrix A˜ ¼ ða˜ijÞ; a˜ijAHNðUÞ; so that a˜ij ¼ aij for
1pjpk; 1pipn; and detðA˜Þ ¼ 1:
We also estimate the norm of A˜ in terms of the norm of A; the d of (1.3) for the
family of determinants of submatrices of A of order k; and n and N: (This estimate
does not depend of the choice of U :)
Remark 1.2. (1) For k ¼ 1 we have a column of functions from HNðUÞ satisfying
the corona condition. The conclusion of the theorem in this case is essentially much
stronger than just the solvability of Eq. (1.4).
(2) A similar result on extension of matrices with entries in HNðUÞ for U being
the interior of a bordered Riemann surface was proved ﬁrst by Tolokonnikov
[T, Theorem 3] (see also further results and references therein).
(3) The restrictions on U imposed by (1.1) and (1.2) seem to be very mild. For
instance (see e.g., Example 1.3), it is just a simple geometrical exercise to construct
such a domain in the plane.
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(4) We cannot avoid the restriction that N be an open bordered Riemann surface:
La´russon [La] was the ﬁrst to construct a compact Riemann surface S and its regular
covering p : S˜-S such that the corona problem is not solvable for HNðS˜Þ:
(5) The remarkable class of Riemann surfaces U for which a Forelli-type theorem
is valid was introduced by Jones and Marshall [JM]. The deﬁnition is in terms of an
interpolating property for the critical points of the Green function on U : Our guess is
that any covering R of the Riemann surface N satisfying (1.1) belongs to this class.
However, at present we do not know how our geometrical condition is related to the
analytical one of [JM]. We also do not know whether a result similar to Theorem 1.1
is valid for such surfaces.
Let us give an example of a (ﬂat) Riemann surface U satisfying (1.1) and (1.2).
Example 1.3. Consider the standard action of the group Zþ iZ on C by shifts.
The fundamental domain of the action is the square R :¼ fz ¼ x þ
iyAC : maxfjxj; jyjgp1g: By Rt we denote the square similar to R with side length
t: Let O be the orbit of 0AC with respect to the action of Zþ iZ: For any xAO we
will choose some tðxÞA½1
2
; 3
4
 and consider the square RðxÞ :¼ x þ RtðxÞ centred at x:
Let VCC be a simply connected domain satisfying the property:
there is a subset fxigiAICO such that V-
[
xAO
RðxÞ
 !
¼
[
iAI
RðxiÞ:
We set U :¼ V \ðSiAI RðxiÞÞ: Then U satisﬁes the required conditions. In fact, the
quotient space C=ðZþ iZÞ is a torus CT: Let S be the image of R1=3 in CT: Then U
belongs to the covering C of CT\S with covering group Zþ iZ: The condition that
the embedding U+C induces an injective homomorphism of fundamental groups
follows from the construction of U :
1.2. Two essential components of our proof of Theorem 1.1 are [Br, Theorem 1.1] (a
Forelli-type theorem), and a new Grauert-type theorem formulated in this section.
Let N!M be a relatively compact domain of a connected Stein manifold M:
Assume that
the closure %N is holomorphically convex in M; and p1ðNÞDp1ðMÞ: ð1:5Þ
Let G be a family of subgroups of p1ðMÞ: For any GAG by pG : MG-M we denote
the unbranched covering of M corresponding to G; so that, p1ðMGÞ ¼ G: Let V be a
domain in M satisfying p1ðVÞDp1ðMÞ: According to the covering homotopy
theorem (see e.g., [Hu]), we have VG :¼ p1G ðVÞCMG is the covering of V
corresponding to G: In particular, it is valid for N: Further, the disjoint union
VG :¼TGAGVG is an open subset of the complex space MG :¼TGAGMG: By
HNðVGÞ; we denote the Banach algebra of bounded holomorphic functions on VG
equipped with the supremum norm. Assume now that V is such that %NCV : Let
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rV : H
NðVGÞ-HNðNGÞ be the transpose homomorphism generated by the
embedding NG+VG: By H
Nð %NGÞ we denote the closure in HNðNGÞ of the algebra
generated by all rV ðHNðVGÞÞ for all possible V satisfying %NCV :
Let MGðNÞ be the maximal ideal space of HNð %NGÞ; that is, the set of all non-
trivial homomorphisms f : HNð %NGÞ-C equipped with the weak  topology (which
is called the Gelfand topology). It is a compact Hausdorff space. Evaluation at an
xANG determines an element of MGðNÞ: Hence, there is a continuous embedding
i : NG+MGðNÞ: In what follows, we regard NG as a subset of MGðNÞ: Then we
prove the corona theorem for HNð %NGÞ:
Theorem 1.4. NG is an open everywhere dense subset of MGðNÞ:
Let V !M be a relatively compact domain such that %NCV ; and %V satisﬁes
conditions (1.5), as well. Clearly, MGðNÞCMGðVÞ: Let E be a continuous vector
bundle on MGðVÞ of complex rank n: We say that E is holomorphic if EjVG is
holomorphic in the usual sense. A homomorphism h : E1-E2 of holomorphic vector
bundles onMGðVÞ is said to be holomorphic if hjVG : E1jVG-E2jVG is a holomorphic
map. If, in addition, h is a homeomorphism we say that E1 and E2 are
holomorphically isomorphic.
Theorem 1.5 (A Grauert-Type Theorem). Assume that the holomorphic vector
bundles E1 and E2 on some MGðVÞ as above are isomorphic as continuous bundles.
Then their restrictions to MGðNÞ are holomorphically isomorphic.
1.3. In this section, we formulate several corollaries of Theorem 1.5 (some of them
will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1).
Let U be an N-domain. Clearly, the universal covering of U is the open unit
disk D; and p1ðUÞ acts holomorphically on D by Mo¨bius transformations.
Further, for a Riemann surface X let us denote by jj f jjN the norm of fAHNðX Þ:
We say that a matrix a ¼ ðaijÞ with entries in HNðX Þ is invertible if a1ðzÞ
exists for each zAX and a1 has entries in HNðXÞ: By jjajj :¼ maxi;jjjaij jjN we
denote the norm of a: In what follows, Un stands for the group of unitary n  n
matrices.
Theorem 1.6. Let r : p1ðUÞ-Un be a homomorphism. There are a constant C ¼
Cðn; NÞ40 depending only on n and N and an invertible n  n matrix a ¼ ðaijÞ;
aijAHNðDÞ; such that
(1) aðgðzÞÞ ¼ aðzÞ  rðgÞ for any gAp1ðUÞ; zAD;
(2) maxfjjajj; jja1jjgpC:
The proof relies heavily upon the fact that under the above conditions the
corresponding space MGðNÞ (for each family G) is homotopically equivalent to a
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compact set of covering dimension 1; see Section 4. (This in general is not true for
complex manifolds N with dimC NX2:)
Now, by HNn ðUÞ we denote the HNðUÞ-module which consists of the
columns ð f1;y; fnÞ; fiAHNðUÞ; i ¼ 1;y; n: The weak  topology of HNn ðUÞ is
deﬁned as the product of weak  topologies of the components HNðUÞ: Any
HNðUÞ-invariant subspace of HNn ðUÞ will be called a submodule. As an
application of Theorem 1.6 we obtain a Lax–Halmos-type theorem. (The
original Lax–Halmos theorem (see Section 6) was proved for weak  closed
submodules in HNn ðDÞ:) In what follows, r :D-U denotes the universal covering
map. Also, if a ¼ ðaijÞ is a matrix with entries in a Banach space B with norm jj  jjB
by jjajj :¼ maxi;jjjaij jjB we denote the norm of a: As usual, S1CC denotes the unit
circle.
Theorem 1.7. Let MCHNn ðUÞ be a weak  closed submodule. Then for some k the
module M can be represented as M ¼ H  HNk ðUÞ; where H is an n  k matrix with
entries in HNðUÞ: Moreover, rðHÞðxÞ is left invertible for a.e. xAS1; the inverse
matrix has entries in LNðS1Þ; and there is a constant c ¼ cðn; NÞ40 depending only on
n and N such that
maxfjjHjj; jjðrðHÞjS1Þ1jjgpc:
Here rðHÞ is the pullback of H to D by r:
Another possible application of Theorem 1.6 is the deﬁnition of analogs of Blaschke
products on U :
By ZðgÞ; we denote the divisor of zeros of a non-zero g:
Corollary 1.8. Let fzigCU be a sequence of not necessarily distinct points. Assume
that r1ðfzjgÞ ¼ Zð f Þ for some fAHNðDÞ: Then there are a positive constant A ¼
AðNÞ depending on N only and a function hAHNðUÞ such that
ZðhÞ ¼ fzig and sup
zAU
jhðzÞjpA:
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.4. The proof
is based on an explicit description of the maximal ideal spaceMGðNÞ of HNð %NGÞ as
a ﬁbre bundle on %N whose ﬁbre is the Stone–Cˇech compactiﬁcation of certain
discrete topological space. The method of the proof involves a cohomology
technique for special sheaves deﬁned onMGðNÞ: The main point here is Theorem 2.3
which is an analog of the classical Theorem B of Cartan for coherent sheaves on
Stein manifolds (see e.g., [GR, Chapter 3]). In Section 3, we use the technique of
Section 2 to prove our Grauert-type theorem (Theorem 1.5). The main idea of the
proof is to reduce the statement to the classical Grauert theorem (see [Gr]) for
holomorphic vector bundles on Stein manifolds. In Section 4, we prove some
topological results about MGðNÞ required for the proof of Theorem 1.1. In
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particular, for N a non-compact complex Riemann surface we show thatMGðNÞ is
homotopically equivalent to a compact Hausdorff space of covering dimension 1.
We also establish that any ﬂat vector bundle on N with unitary structure group
can be extended to a holomorphic vector bundle on MGðNÞ (see Proposition 4.3).
The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the proofs of the results of Sections 1.1
and 1.3.
2. Proof of the corona theorem for HNð %NGÞ
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.4.
2.1. First, we describe MG as a ﬁbre bundle on M with a discrete ﬁbre. We start with
the description of the covering pG : MG-M corresponding to a group GAG:
Let U ¼ ðUiÞiAI be an open acyclic cover of M by sets biholomorphic to open
Euclidean balls. For a complex Lie group S by Z1OðU; SÞ we denote the set of
holomorphic S-valued U-cocycles. By deﬁnition, s ¼ fsijg; sijAOðUi-Uj ; SÞ; is an
element of Z1OðU; SÞ if
sijsjk ¼ sik on Ui-Uj-Uk:
Now let XG :¼ p1ðMÞ=G be the set of cosets of p1ðMÞ with respect to the (left) action
of G on p1ðMÞ deﬁned by left multiplications. By ½GqAXG we denote the coset
containing qAp1ðMÞ: Consider the complex Lie group HðXGÞ of all home-
omorphisms of XG (equipped with discrete topology). We deﬁne the homomorphism
tG : p1ðMÞ-HðXGÞ by the formula
tGð½GqÞ :¼ ½Gqg1; qAp1ðMÞ:
Set QðGÞ :¼ p1ðMÞ=KerðtGÞ and let ½gG be the image of gAp1ðMÞ in QðGÞ: Finally,
by t0G : QðGÞ-HðXGÞ denote the unique homomorphism whose pullback to p1ðMÞ
coincides with tG: Then from the basic facts of the theory of ﬁbre bundles (see e.g.,
[Hi]) it follows that
There is a cocycle c ¼ fcijgAZ1OðU;p1ðMÞÞ such that MG is biholomorphic to the
quotient space of T
iAI
Ui  XG by the equivalence relation:
Ui  XG{x  t0Gð½cij GÞðhÞBx  hAUj  XG:
Projection pG : MG-M is defined by the coordinate projections Ui  XG-Ui:
Consider now MG :¼TGAGMG: Let XG :¼
Q
GAG XG and HG :¼
Q
GAG HG:
For any aAHG; a ¼ faGgGAG; aGAHG; we deﬁne a : XG-XG by the
formula
aðxÞ :¼ faGðxGÞgGAG; xAXG; x ¼ fxGgGAG; xGAXG:
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Further, set t0G :¼ ft0GgGAG: Then t0G is a homomorphism from QðGÞ :¼
Q
GAG QðGÞ
into HG: We also set ½cijG :¼ f½cijGgGAGAOðUi-Uj; QðGÞÞ: Now using the above
construction of MG we have that MG is biholomorphic to the quotient space of
TiAI Ui  XG by the equivalence relation
Ui  XG{x  t0Gð½cij GÞðhÞBx  hAUj  XG:
In particular, MG is a bundle on M with ﬁbre XG: By pG :MG-M we denote the
corresponding projection.
Similarly, for a domain VCM satisfying p1ðVÞDp1ðMÞ; the complex space VG :
¼TGAGVGCMG is a bundle on V with discrete ﬁbre XG:
2.2. As the next step we deﬁne a compact Hausdorff space Eð %N; bXGÞ: Then in the
proof of Theorem 1.4, we will show that this space is homeomorphic to MGðNÞ:
Let lNðXGÞ be the algebra of bounded complex-valued functions f on the discrete
space XG with pointwise multiplication and norm jj f jj ¼ supxAXG j f ðxÞj: Let bXG be
the Stone–Cˇech compactification of XG; i.e., the maximal ideal space of l
NðXGÞ
equipped with the Gelfand topology. Then XG is naturally embedded into bXG as an
open everywhere dense subset, and the topology on XG induced by this embedding
coincides with the original one, i.e., is discrete. Every function fAlNðXGÞ has a
unique extension fˆACðbXGÞ: Further, any homeomorphism hAHG of XG determines
an isometric isomorphism of Banach algebras h : lNðXGÞ-lNðXGÞ: Therefore, h
can be extended to a homeomorphism hˆ : bXG-bXG: This extension shows that now
we can think of HG as a subgroup of the group of homeomorphisms of bXG:
We retain the notation of Section 2.1. Let us deﬁne the bundle EðM; bXGÞ on M
with the ﬁbre bXG as the quotient space of TiAI Ui  bXG by the equivalence
relation:
Ui  bXG{x  t0Gð½cij GÞðxÞBx  xAUj  bXG:
Let pˆ G : EðM; bXGÞ-M be the corresponding projection. Since Ui  XG is an open
everywhere dense subset of Ui  bXG; the deﬁnitions of MG and EðM; bXGÞ show
that MG is an open everywhere dense subbundle of EðM; bXGÞ and pˆ GjMG ¼ pG:
Similarly, we can deﬁne the bundle EðV ; bXGÞ-V for any domain VCM satisfying
p1ðVÞDp1ðMÞ; so that VG is an open everywhere dense subset of EðV ; bXGÞ:
The proof of the next result repeats the arguments of the proof of [Br1, Theorem
2.2].
Proposition 2.1. Let VCM be a domain satisfying p1ðVÞDp1ðMÞ: For every
hAHNðVGÞ there is a unique hˆACðEðV ; bXGÞÞ such that hˆ jVG ¼ h:
We just recall how to construct hˆ : Consider the restriction of h to the set Ui  XG:
Then for each zAUi we extend the function hðz; ÞAlNðXGÞ to hˆ ðz; ÞACðbXGÞ by
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continuity. The collection of all such extended functions for any zAUi and iAI forms
the required function hˆ :
Let Eð %N; bXGÞ :¼ pˆ 1G ð %NÞ: Then it is easy to see that NGCEð %N; bXGÞ is an open
everywhere dense subset, and Eð %N; bXGÞ is a Hausdorff compact. We will prove that
Eð %N; bXGÞ is homeomorphic to MGðNÞ which gives us the proof of Theorem 1.4.
2.3. Let VCM be a domain satisfying p1ðVÞDp1ðMÞ: We study some analytic
properties of EðV ; bXGÞ: First, it follows from the deﬁnition that the base of the
topology on EðV ; bXGÞ consists of the sets SO;H homeomorphic to O  H; where O
is an open subset of V biholomorphic to an open Euclidean ball and H is a clopen
subset of bXG: Also, SO;H-VG is an open everywhere dense subset of SO;H :
Deﬁnition 2.2. A function fACðSO;HÞ is said to be holomorphic if its restriction to
SO;H-UG is holomorphic in the usual sense. For any open set WCVG the function
fACðWÞ is holomorphic if its restriction to each SO;HCW is holomorphic. The
sheaf of germs of holomorphic on EðV ; bXGÞ functions will be denoted by #OV :
A sheafF of #OV -modules on EðV ; bXGÞ is called syzygetic if for any ﬁbre F of pˆ G
there is an open neighbourhood of F over which F admits a ﬁnite free resolution
0-ð #OV Þnk-?-ð #OV Þn1-F-0 ð2:1Þ
of sheaves of #OV -modules.
In the next result by HðEðV ; bXGÞ;FÞ we denote the Cˇech cohomology groups
with values in the sheaf F:
Theorem 2.3. Let VCM be a Stein domain satisfying p1ðVÞDp1ðMÞ: Let F be a
syzygetic sheaf on EðV ;bXGÞ: Then for any iX1;
HiðEðV ; bXGÞ;FÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. First, note that for any open coverV of EðV ; bXGÞ one can ﬁnd a reﬁnement
V0 of V satisfying the properties:
(a) there is an open countable cover of a ﬁnite multiplicity *V ¼ ðV˜iÞiAI of V by
sets biholomorphic to complex Euclidean balls such that each element of V0 is a
subset of one of pˆ 1G ðV˜iÞ of the form SV˜i ;H ; where H is a clopen subset of bXG; and
pˆ GðSV˜i ;HÞ ¼ V˜i;
(b) for a ﬁxed i the sets SV˜i ;HAV
0 form a ﬁnite open cover of pˆ 1G ðV˜iÞ such that any
two distinct sets of the cover are non-intersecting;
(c) F admits a ﬁnite free resolution (2.1) over each pˆ 1G ðV˜iÞ:
Existence of the above cover follows from the fact that the ﬁbre bXG is a compact
totally disconnected set and that V has a countable exhaustion by compact subsets.
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Thus, it sufﬁces to calculate the cohomology groups with respect to the family of
open covers V0:
For a ﬁxed cover V0 let us consider the presheaf of sections of F deﬁned on all
possible intersections of sets from V0 and its direct image F0 :¼ ðpˆ GÞðFÞ with
respect to pˆ G: ThenF
0 is a presheaf generated by groups of sections Gðpˆ 1G ðOÞ;FÞ;
where O is the intersection of some sets V˜i from (a). Now property (b) of V
0 shows
that the groups HiðV0;FÞ and Hið *V;F0Þ are isomorphic (see also the arguments in
[Br, Proposition 2.4]). Moreover, according to the construction of EðV ; bXGÞ; the
sheaf generated by F0 can be identiﬁed with the sheaf of germs of holomorphic
sections of a holomorphic bundle B on V with the ﬁbre CðbXGÞ: Here B is the bundle
associated with the right isometric action of QðGÞ on CðbXGÞ (the shift of the
argument) obtained from the right action of QðGÞ on bXG: Thus, by (c)F0 admits a
ﬁnite free resolution
0-ðOCðbXGÞV Þnk-?-ðOCðbXGÞV Þn1-F0-0
of sheaves of O
CðbXGÞ
V -modules over each V˜i (it is the direct image of the
corresponding resolution for F over pˆ 1G ðV˜iÞ). Here OCðbXGÞV is a sheaf of germs of
holomorphic CðbXGÞ-valued functions. Now since V is Stein and *V consists of Stein
manifolds, by Bungart [B, Section 3] and the classical Leray theorem (about
calculating cohomology groups by acyclic coverings) we have (for any iX1)
HiðV ;F0Þ ¼ Hið *V;F0Þ ¼ 0:
This completes the proof of the theorem. &
We prove now
Lemma 2.4. The algebra HNð %NGÞ separates points of Eð %N; bXGÞ:
Proof. Let F1; F2 be ﬁbres of pˆ G over distinct points z1; z2AM: We will show that for
any fiACðFiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; there is a holomorphic function HA #OMðEðM; bXGÞÞ such that
HjFi ¼ fi; i ¼ 1; 2: Since the restriction of a holomorphic function deﬁned on
EðM; bXGÞ to Eð %N; bXGÞ is a function from HNð %NGÞ; this will give the required
statement.
Consider the restriction homomorphism of the sheaves r : #OM-CF10CF2 : Kernel
KerðrÞ is a syzygetic sheaf (see e.g., [B, Lemma 3.3]). Thus, by Theorem 2.3,
H1ðEðM; bXGÞ; KerðrÞÞ ¼ 0: Then the homomorphism of the global sections
r : #OMðEðM; bXGÞÞ-CðF1Þ0CðF2Þ
is surjective. &
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2.4. We are ready to prove Theorem 1.4. It is just routine to check that the statement
of the theorem is equivalent to the following one:
Let UCM be a Stein domain such that p1ðUÞDp1ðMÞ and %NCU : Let f1;y; fn be a
collection of bounded holomorphic functions defined on EðU ; bXGÞ satisfying the
corona condition (1.3) at each point of EðU ; bXGÞ: Then there are an open domain
V* %N in U with p1ðVÞDp1ðUÞ and bounded holomorphic functions h1;y; hn defined
on EðV ; bXGÞ such that
Pn
i¼1 hifi  1:
Consider the homomorphism t : ð #OU Þn- #OU deﬁned as
tðs1x;y; snxÞ :¼ f1xs1x þ?þ fnxsnx; xAEðU ; bXGÞ:
Here sx denotes the germ of section s at the point x: Let us check that KerðtÞ is a
syzygetic sheaf on EðU ; bXGÞ:
Let zAU be a point and Fz :¼ pˆ 1G ðzÞCEðU ;bXGÞ be the ﬁbre over z: Then there is
an open neighbourhood OCU of z biholomorphic to an open Euclidean ball such
that pˆ 1G ðOÞ is disjoint union of sets SO;Hi ; i ¼ 1;y; n; so that j fiðvÞjXd=n for
any vASO;Hi : Here d40 is the constant from the corona condition (1.3) for f1;y; fn:
(We also admit that for some i the sets SO;Hi can be empty.) Existence of such O and
SO;Hi follows from the continuity of f1;y; fn and the fact that Fz is compact and
totally disconnected. Now let us deﬁne the homomorphism k : ð #OUÞn1-KerðtÞ over
pˆ 1G ðOÞ by the formula: if xASO;Hi then
kðs1x;y; sn1xÞ :¼ s1x;y; si1x;
Xi1
l¼1
ðflx=fixÞslx þ
Xn1
l¼i
ðflþ1x=fixÞslx; six;y; sn1x
 !
:
Since Hi are clopen non-intersecting subsets of bXG; we can glue together the
holomorphic matrices that deﬁne k on each SO;Hi to obtain a global holomorphic
homomorphism over pˆ 1G ðOÞ: Clearly, this homomorphism determines an iso-
morphism between ð #OUÞn1 and KerðtÞ over pˆ 1G ðOÞ:
Now according to Theorem 2.3, H1ðEðU ; bXGÞ; KerðtÞÞ ¼ 0: Since also the
homomorphism t is locally surjective (because it is surjective at each point), the
standard argument (that associates to the short exact sequence of sheaves
the long exact sequence of cohomology groups with values in these sheaves)
shows that the homomorphism of global holomorphic sections
ð #OUðEðU ; bXGÞÞÞn- #OUðEðU ; bXGÞÞ induced by t is surjective. In particular, there
are g1;y; gnA #OUðEðU ; bXGÞÞ such that
P
gifi  1: It remains then to restrict
g1;y; gn to any EðV ; bXGÞ with V* %N; %VCU and p1ðVÞDp1ðUÞ: This restriction
produces the required bounded holomorphic functions h1;y; hn:
The above arguments together with Lemma 2.4 show that MGðNÞ is home-
omorphic to Eð %N; bXGÞ:
The proof of the theorem is complete.
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3. Proof of the Grauert-type theorem
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.5.
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle deﬁned in an open neighbourhood O of
MGðNÞ: Without loss of generality we can consider O as EðU ; bXGÞ; where U is a
Stein domain in M such that %NCU and p1ðMÞDp1ðUÞ: Since the ﬁbre of EðU ; bXGÞ
is totally disconnected, the arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem
1.4 (see Section 2.4) show that the sheaf #OðEÞ of germs of holomorphic sections of E
is syzygetic. (In fact, in an open neighbourhood of a ﬁbre of EðU ; bXGÞ it is
holomorphically isomorphic to ð #OUÞk; where k ¼ rankðEÞ:) By the same reason the
sheaf of germs SðE; FÞ of holomorphic sections of E vanishing on a ﬁbre F of
EðU ; bXGÞ is also syzygetic. In particular, H1ðEðU ; bXGÞ; SðE; FÞÞ ¼ 0: Now from
the short exact sequence of sheaves
0-SðE; FÞ- #OðEÞ- #OðEÞjF-0
by the standard argument involving the long exact sequence of cohomology groups
we obtain
Proposition 3.1. There are global holomorphic sections s1;y; sk of E; k ¼ rankðEÞ;
whose restrictions to F give a trivialization of EjF :
Recall that detðEÞ is a complex rank 1 vector bundle which is determined by
taking the determinant of a cocycle deﬁning E:
Proposition 3.2. Assume that detðEÞ is holomorphically trivial. Then there are an open
neighbourhood VCO of MGðNÞ; a positive integer t; and a holomorphic map
fE : V-C
tþ1 such that
ð1Þ fEðVÞ belongs to a closed analytical subset XE of Ctþ1 defined as the set of zeros
of a finite family of holomorphic homogeneous polynomials;
ð2Þ XE\f0g is a smooth manifold;
ð3Þ there is a holomorphic vector bundle E0 on XE\f0g such that f EðE0Þ ¼ E:
Proof. From Proposition 3.1 and compactness ofMGðNÞ it follows that there is an
open neighbourhood VCO of MGðNÞ and a ﬁnite number of linearly independent
holomorphic sections h1;y; hn of EjV such that their restrictions to each point xAV
generate Ex: As before we can choose V in the form EðU ; bXGÞ; where U is a Stein
domain containing %N such that p1ðUÞDp1ðMÞ: We now recall the following
construction (see, e.g., [GH, Chapter 1, Section 5]).
Let W be the n-dimensional complex vector space of holomorphic sections of EjV
generated by h1;y; hn: Since for any xAV sections from W generate the ﬁbre Ex; the
subspace LxCW of sections vanishing at x is n  k-dimensional. Below we also use
the following deﬁnitions.
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Let X be a p-dimensional complex vector space. By Gðs; XÞ we denote the
corresponding complex Grassmanian, i.e., the set of s-dimensional complex linear
subspaces in X : We also deﬁne the universal bundle S-Gðs; XÞ of complex rank s;
whose ﬁbre over each LAGðs; XÞ is the subspace L: Clearly, S is a holomorphic
subbundle of the trivial bundle Gðs; XÞ  Cp: By S we denote the dual bundle which
under identiﬁcation  :Gðs; XÞ-Gðp  s; X Þ is isomorphic to the universal bundle
on Gðp  s; X Þ:
Now there is a natural map
tW : V-Gðn  k; WÞ ¼ Gðk; W Þ
such that
E ¼ tW ðSÞ and W ¼ tW ðH0ðGðk; nÞ;OðSÞÞÞ:
One can express the map tW explicitly. Indeed, let e1;y; ek be a local frame of
holomorphic sections of E (deﬁned in some open subset of V ). Then for i ¼ 1;y; n;
hi ¼
Xk
a¼1
aiaea
for some holomorphic functions aia: Under the identiﬁcation Gðn  k; WÞDGðk; W Þ;
the map tW is locally given by
tW ðxÞ :¼
a11ðxÞ y a1kðxÞ
^ & ^
an1ðxÞ y ankðxÞ
0
B@
1
CA:
From this formula, it is clear that tW is holomorphic. Let Pk : Gðk; W Þ-Pt; t ¼
n
k
 
 1; be the Plu¨cker embedding into the projective space. Let fAigiAI be the set
of all k  k-minors of the above matrix ðaijÞ: Then locally the map Pk3tW is given as
ðPk3tW ÞðxÞ :¼ ðA1ðxÞ :y : Atþ1ðxÞÞ:
This formula shows that Pk3tW is also holomorphic. Moreover, there is a
holomorphic vector bundle E˜ on the complex projective manifold X :¼
PkðGðk; W ÞÞ such that ðPk 3 tW ÞðE˜Þ ¼ EjV : Since detðEÞ is holomorphically
trivial, the above functions As are just the local representation of global holomorphic
functions hi14?4hik (which are the sections of detðEÞ). In particular, one can deﬁne
the holomorphic map fE : V-C
tþ1; fEðxÞ ¼ ðA1ðxÞ;y; Atþ1ðxÞÞ; such that
Pk 3 tW ¼ p 3 fE ; where p :Ctþ1-Pt is the natural projection. Also the image of fE
belongs to the complex manifold Xk :¼ p1ðX ÞACtþ1\f0g: Since XCPt is a smooth
projective manifold, by Chow’s theorem Xk is deﬁned as the set of zeros of a ﬁnite
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family of holomorphic homogeneous polynomials. Thus, XE :¼ Xk,f0gCCtþ1 is
the set of zeros of the same family of polynomials. It remains to set E0 :¼ pðE˜Þ: Then
according to our construction, f EðE0Þ ¼ EjV :
The proof of the proposition is complete. &
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let E1; E2 be holomorphic vector bundles of complex rank k
deﬁned in an open neighbourhood O of MGðNÞ ¼ Eð %N; bXGÞ: Assume also that
E1DE2 as continuous bundles. We will prove that there is an open neighbourhood
VCO of MGðNÞ such that E1jV and E2jV are holomorphically isomorphic.
First, we will prove the theorem under the additional assumption that the bundles
detðEiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; are holomorphically trivial. Then as in Proposition 3.2 we can
construct holomorphic maps ti : %U-Gðk; nÞ+Pt (with the same n) for some open
neighbourhood UCO of MGðNÞ such that Eij %U ¼ ti ðSÞ; i ¼ 1; 2: Since %U is a
compact and E1; E2 are topologically isomorphic, we can choose n so big that t1 and
t2 are homotopic (see, e.g., [H]). Denote by Ht : %U-Gðk; nÞ; tA½0; 1; this homotopy.
Then B :¼ fBt :¼ Ht ðSÞ; tA½0; 1g; is a continuous bundle on %U  ½0; 1 such that
B0 ¼ E1 and B1 ¼ E2: Let s1;y; sn be a basis in H0ðGðk; nÞ;OðSÞÞ: Then siðtÞ :¼
Ht ðsiÞ; i ¼ 1;y; n; is a family of linearly independent continuous sections of B; such
that for any t; s1ðtÞ;y; snðtÞ generate each ﬁbre of Bt: Moreover, each Ht is deﬁned
by s1ðtÞ;y; snðtÞ as in the construction of Proposition 3.2. Since also detðBÞ is
topologically trivial (because it determines a continuous homotopy between detðE1Þ
and detðE2Þ), we obtain a continuous homotopy between holomorphic maps
fEi : %U-C
tþ1; i ¼ 1; 2; that covers Ht: Indeed, the homotopy map is deﬁned by the
family of global complex-valued continuous functions fsi1ðtÞ4?4sikðtÞg on %U  ½0; 1:
Now the remaining part of the proof can be obtained by the application of the
Novodvorskii theorem [No]. For the sake of completeness, we will present a more
detailed exposition.
ConsiderMGðNÞ as the inverse limit of compacts. Namely, let G be the set of all
ﬁnite collections of holomorphic functions deﬁned in some open neighbourhoods of
%N such that each collection from G contains also the functions from fE1 and fE2 : Let
us ﬁx some order in each gAG such that g is started with the functions from fE1 and
then from fE2 : For giAG; i ¼ 1; 2; we will say that g1pg2 if the ordered set g2 contains
g1 as an ordered subset. Clearly, each gAG can be considered as a holomorphic map
into some ClðgÞ; where lðgÞ is the cardinality of g: Then we set N 0g :¼
gðMGðNÞÞCClðgÞ: Also by N 0eAC2tþ2 we denote the image of MGðNÞ by the map
e ¼ ð fE1 ; fE2Þ: Further, by Ng we will denote the polynomial hull of N 0g: Clearly, if
g1pg2; the projection pg2g1 :Clðg2Þ-Clðg1Þ to the ﬁrst lðg1Þ coordinates maps Ng2 into
Ng1 : According to Proposition 3.2(1), the set X1 :¼ XE1 ¼ XE2CCtþ1 is polynomially
convex. Thus, Ng belongs to the polynomially convex set Yg :¼ ðpgeÞ1ðX1  X1Þ: Let
BkðrÞCCk be the open Euclidean ball centered at 0: We set
N˜g :¼ Yg-ðNg þ BlðgÞð1=lðgÞÞÞ :
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Since for g1pg2 we have lðg1Þplðg2Þ; the projection pg2g1 maps N˜g2 into N˜g1 :
Moreover, each N˜g is an open neighbourhood of Ng in Yg: Thus, we have the
inverse limiting system generated by N˜g and pbg : Since MGðNÞ is the maximal ideal
space of HNðNGÞ; the inverse limit of this system coincides with MGðNÞ: By
pg :MGðNÞ-N˜g we denote the corresponding map. Let h1 :C2tþ2-Ctþ1;
h2 :C
2tþ2-Ctþ1 be the projections to the ﬁrst and to the last t þ 1 coordinates,
respectively. Then as we have already proved, fE1 :¼ h1 3 pe is homotopic to fE2 :¼
h23pe inside of the smooth manifold X1\f0g: Now it is easy to prove
(see, e.g., [L, Lemma 1]) that there is a gAG such that hi3pge maps N˜g into X1\f0g;
i ¼ 1; 2; and h13pge is homotopic to h23pge inside of X1\f0g: In particular, we
obtain that N˜g belongs to the smooth part of Yg: Let Fi :¼ ðhi 3 pgeÞðE0Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; with
E0 as in Proposition 3.2(3). Then F1 and F2 are isomorphic as continuous vector
bundles and Ei ¼ ðhi 3 peÞðE0Þ; i ¼ 1; 2: Since N˜gCYg is an open smooth
neighbourhood of the Stein compact Ng; there is an open smooth Stein
neighbourhood XCN˜g of Ng: Now F1jXDF2jX as continuous bundles and therefore
by Grauert’s theorem [Gr], they are holomorphically isomorphic too. Then E1 and
E2 are holomorphically isomorphic because they are pullbacks of F1jX and F2jX by a
holomorphic map.
This completes the proof of the theorem in the case when detðEiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; are
holomorphically trivial.
Consider now the case when detðE1Þ and detðE2Þ are not necessarily holo-
morphically trivial. From the conditions of the theorem it follows that detðE1Þ
and detðE2Þ are topologically isomorphic. Thus, the holomorphic complex
rank 1 vector bundle detðE1Þ#detðE2Þ1 is topologically trivial. Now according
to the ﬁrst part of the proof of the theorem, detðE1Þ#detðE2Þ1 is holomorphically
trivial too. Consider now the holomorphic vector bundles Hi :¼ Ei#detðEiÞ1;
i ¼ 1; 2: Then H1 and H2 are topologically isomorphic and detðHiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2;
are topologically trivial. Again from the ﬁrst part of the proof it follows
that H1 and H2 are holomorphically isomorphic. Since, as it was shown
above, detðE1Þ and detðE2Þ are holomorphically isomorphic, the bundles
E1 ¼ H1#detðE1Þ and E2 ¼ H2#detðE2Þ are holomorphically isomorphic, as
well.
The proof of the theorem is complete. &
4. Some properties of EðM; bXGÞ
In this section, we formulate additional topological properties of the space
EðM; bXGÞ which then will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let H be a connected Hausdorff space. Assume also that H is locally arcwise
connected, locally simply connected and admits an exhaustion by at most countable
number of compact subsets. Then the fundamental group p1ðHÞ is well deﬁned. Now
the bundle EðH; bXGÞ on H can be deﬁned using the coverings corresponding to
some family of subgroups GAG exactly as in Section 2.2 (with H instead
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of M). Assume, in addition, that topological (covering) dimension dimðHÞ of H is
ﬁnite.
Proposition 4.1. EðH; bXGÞ is a paracompact space satisfying
dimðEðH; bXGÞÞ ¼ dimðHÞ:
Proof. The above conditions imply that H can be covered by at most countable
number of simply connected relatively compact subsets Ui: By the deﬁnition on each
Ui the bundle EðH; bXGÞ is homeomorphic to Ui  bXG: Therefore, EðH; bXGÞ can
be covered by at most countable number of open relatively compact subsets
EðH; bXGÞjUi which implies that EðH; bXGÞ is a paracompact space. Since
dimðUiÞpdimðHÞ and dimðbXGÞ ¼ 0; we obtain that dimðUi  bXGÞpdimðHÞ: But
for any xAbXG we have Ui  fxgCUi  bXG: Thus, dimðUiÞpdimðUi  bXGÞ: Now
the required result follows from existence of the open cover of EðH; bXGÞ by sets
homeomorphic to Ui  bXG and the fact that there is some i for which
dimðUiÞ ¼ dimðHÞ: &
Let K be a connected ﬁnite-dimensional locally compact Hausdorff space
satisfying the same properties as H: Assume also that K is homotopically equivalent
to H: Then p1ðKÞDp1ðHÞ and so EðK ; bXGÞ is also well deﬁned.
Proposition 4.2. Under the above assumptions, EðH; bXGÞ and EðK ; bXGÞ are
homotopically equivalent.
Proof. Let F : H-K and G : K-H be such that F 3G : K-K and G3F : H-H are
homotopic to the identity maps. Since F and G induce isomorphisms of
fundamental groups, the covering homotopy theorem (see e.g., [Hu]) implies that
there are continuous maps F˜ :HG-KG and G˜ : KG-HG that cover F and G;
respectively, such that F˜ 3 G˜; and G˜3F˜ are homotopic to the identity maps. (Here HG
and KG are deﬁned similar to MG from Section 2.1.) Locally, the maps F˜ and G˜ can
be described as follows:
Let UCH and VCK be open simply connected subsets such that FðUÞCV :
Then by the deﬁnition, HG is homeomorphic to U  XG on U and KG is
homeomorphic to V  XG on V : Moreover, in appropriate local coordinates we
have F˜ðu  xÞ :¼ FðuÞ  xAKGjV for u  xAU  XGDHGjU : A similar description is
valid for G˜:
Since the local description is clearly equivariant with respect to the equivalence
relations deﬁning EðH; bXGÞ and EðK ; bXGÞ; we can extend F˜ and G˜ to continuous
maps F˜ 0 : EðH; bXGÞ-EðK ; bXGÞ and G˜ 0 : EðK ; bXGÞ-EðH; bXGÞ: For instance,
for F˜ 0 the required extension on U has the from
F˜ 0ðu  xÞ :¼ FðuÞ  xAEðK; bXGÞjV ; u  xAU  bXGDEðH; bXGÞjU :
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It remains to check that F˜ 0 and G˜ 0 form a homotopy equivalence of EðH; bXGÞ
and EðK ; bXGÞ:
Let R : H  ½0; 1-H be a continuous map such that Rð:; 0Þ ¼ G3F and Rð:; 1Þ ¼
id: Let us prove that we can lift R to a homotopy of EðH; bXGÞ: As before, by the
covering homotopy theorem, there is a homotopy R˜ : HG  ½0; 1-HG that covers R:
Let UiCH; i ¼ 1; 2; be open simply connected sets such that RðU1  IÞCU2 for an
open subinterval IC½0; 1: Then in appropriate local coordinates R˜ : HGjU1 
I-HGjU2 is deﬁned by the formula
R˜ðu1  x  tÞ :¼ Rðu1  tÞ  xAHGjU2 ; u1  x  tAHGjU1  I :
Clearly, R˜ð:; 0Þ ¼ G˜3F˜ and R˜ð:; 1Þ ¼ id: Since R˜ is equivariant with respect to the
equivalence relation that deﬁnes EðH; bXGÞ; we can determine the homotopy
R˜0 : EðH; bXGÞ-EðH; bXGÞ: Locally, it is given by the formula
R˜0ðu1  x tÞ :¼ Rðu1  tÞ  xAEðH; bXGÞjU2 ; u1  x tAEðH; bXGÞjU1  I :
Clearly, R˜0 is a continuous extension of R˜; and R˜0ð:; 0Þ ¼ G˜ 03F˜ 0; R˜0ð:; 1Þ ¼ id:
Similar arguments can be applied to F˜ 03G˜ 0: This shows that EðH; bXGÞ and
EðK ; bXGÞ are homotopically equivalent. &
In the following result we will assume that M is a complex manifold. Recall that
MG is a ﬁbre bundle on M with the ﬁbre XG associated with a representation t0G of
QðGÞ into the group of bijective homomorphisms of XG: Let T :¼
Q
GAG G and
r : T-Un be a unitary representation. By Er we denote the ﬂat vector bundle on MG
associated with r:
Proposition 4.3. There is the unique holomorphic vector bundle E˜r on EðM; bXGÞ
whose restriction to MG coincides with Er:
Proof. According to the construction of Section 2.1, we can describe Er as follows
(cf. [Br, Proposition 2.3]):
There is an open acyclic cover U ¼ ðUiÞiAI of M such that Er is deﬁned on the
coverV ¼ ðViÞiAI of MG; Vi :¼ p1G ðUiÞ; by a cocycle d ¼ fdijgAZ1OðV; TÞ; i.e., Er is
deﬁned by the equivalence relation
Vi  Cn{x  rðdijÞðvÞBx  vAVj  Cn:
Observe that each Vi is biholomorphic to Ui  XG and therefore rðdijÞ can be
thought of as a function deﬁned on Ui-Uj with values in the space of maps XG-Un:
In fact, rðdijÞ is a constant multivalued function. Further, because Un is a compact
subset of some CN ; each map r : XG-Un admits the natural continuous extension
r˜ : bXG-Un (obtained by the extension of coordinates of r). Therefore, we obtain an
extended function *rðdijÞ : Ui-Uj-CðbXG; UnÞ: Now denote by %Vk the set obtained
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from Vk by taking the closure of each ﬁbre of VkCEðM; bXGÞ: By deﬁnition, %Vk ¼
pˆ 1G ðUkÞDUk  bXG is an open subset of EðM; bXGÞ: Rewriting according to this
identiﬁcation *rðdijÞ in coordinates on EðM; bXGÞ; we can think of *rðdijÞ as a
continuous function %Vi- %Vj-Un such that *rðdijÞjVi-Vj ¼ rðdijÞ: Moreover, since
rðdijÞ  rðdjkÞ ¼ rðdikÞ on Vi-Vj-Vk; we have *rðdijÞ  *rðdjkÞ ¼ *rðdikÞ on %Vi- %Vj- %Vk
by continuity. This shows that f *rðdijÞg determines a cocycle deﬁned on the cover
ð %ViÞiAI of EðM; bXGÞ with values in Un: Thus, we can deﬁne E˜r on EðM; bXGÞ by the
equivalence relation
%Vi  Cn{x  *rðdijÞðvÞBx  vA %Vj  Cn :
Clearly, E˜rjMG ¼ Er and so E˜r is holomorphic by the deﬁnition. &
Assume now that M is a non-compact complex Riemann surface and Er; E˜r are
the bundles from Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.4. E˜r-EðM; bXGÞ is a topologically trivial holomorphic vector
bundle.
Proof. Since any non-compact complex Riemann surface is a Stein manifold, M is
homotopically equivalent to a one-dimensional CW-complex K (which satisﬁes
conditions of Proposition 4.2). Then according to Proposition 4.2, the paracompact
spaces EðM; bXGÞ and EðK ; bXGÞ are homotopically equivalent. Let
s : EðK ; bXGÞ-EðM; bXGÞ be one of the maps determining the equivalence. Then
according to the general theory of vector bundles (see [H]) the statement of the
proposition will follow from the triviality of sðE˜rÞ on EðK ; bXGÞ: Now Proposition
4.1 implies that dimðEðK; bXGÞÞ ¼ 1: Therefore, the only obstacle to the triviality of
sðE˜rÞ is the ﬁrst Chern class c1ðsðE˜rÞÞAH2ðEðK ; bXGÞ;ZÞ: Since EðK ; bXGÞ is one
dimensional, the latter cohomology group is trivial implying that c1ðsðE˜rÞÞ ¼ 0; and
so E˜r is topologically trivial. &
5. Proofs of Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.8
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let N!M be a relatively compact domain in an open
Riemann surface M such that p1ðNÞDp1ðMÞ: Let R be an unbranched covering of
N and i : U+R be a domain in R: Assume that the induced homomorphism of the
fundamental groups i : p1ðUÞ-p1ðRÞ is injective. Without loss of generality, we
may also assume that i is surjective. Indeed, if iðp1ðUÞÞ is a proper subgroup of
p1ðRÞ; then consider the covering R˜ of R corresponding to iðp1ðUÞÞ: Clearly, R˜ is a
covering of N: Now, by the covering homotopy theorem, there is a holomorphic
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embedding i˜ : U+R˜ that covers i and such that i˜ : p1ðUÞ-p1ðR˜Þ is a bijection. So
we can work with the triple ðU ; i˜; R˜Þ satisfying conditions of the theorem.
Now, according to the above assumptions, any homomorphism r : p1ðRÞ-Un
coincides with r3i : p1ðUÞ-Un:
Let GCp1ðNÞ be a subgroup and r : G-Un be a homomorphism. Denoting G by
Gr we emphasize that G is the domain of the deﬁnition of r: Then we set
G :¼ fGr : GCp1ðNÞ; rAHomðG; UnÞg:
Since p1ðMÞDp1ðNÞ; we can construct the associated with a rAHomðG; UnÞ
complex vector bundle Er on MGr : Here MGr is the covering of M with the
fundamental group Gr: Let U ¼ ðUiÞiAI be the acyclic cover of M from the
construction of MGr and MG (see Section 2.1). Consider the cover VGr :¼ p1Gr ðUÞ
of MGr : Since VGr is also acyclic, there is a cocycle fcij;GrgAZ1OðVGr ; UnÞ such that
Er is equivalent to the quotient space of TiAI p1Gr ðUiÞ  Cn by the equivalence
relation
p1Gr ðUiÞ  Cn{x  cij;GrðvÞBx  vAp1Gr ðUjÞ  Cn :
The same is valid for any r and Gr: Thus, we can construct a holomorphic bundle EG
on MG deﬁned on the cover p
1
G ðUÞ such that EGjMGr ¼ Er: Clearly, the bundle EG
has the unitary structure group. In fact, EG is a vector bundle associated with a
representation R :
Q
GrAG Gr-Un; RjGr ¼ r: Now according to Propositions 4.3 and
4.4, the extension E˜G of EG to EðM; bXGÞ is topologically trivial. Since %NCM is a
Stein compact, by Theorem 1.5 E˜G is holomorphically trivial in an open
neighbourhood of Eð %N; bXGÞCEðM; bXGÞ: Going back to Er we obtain that
cocycle fcij;Grg is holomorphically trivial on %NGrCMGr : We can say even more:
Let U0 ¼ ðU 0i Þ be a ﬁnite acyclic cover of %N by compact Euclidean balls such that
each U 0i is a compact subset of one of UjAU: Let us restrict fcij;Gg to p1Gr ðU0Þ: From
the triviality of E˜G it follows that there are holomorphic functions
ci;GrAOðp1Gr ðU 0i Þ; GLnðCÞÞ such that
c1i;GrðzÞ  cj;GrðzÞ ¼ cij;GrðzÞ; for any zAp1Gr ðU 0i Þ-p1Gr ðU 0j Þ;
and there is a constant C40 depending only on n and N such that
sup
i;Gr
maxfjjci;Gr jj; jjc1i;Gr jjgpC:
(Here jj:jj is deﬁned as in Section 1.3.)
Let us consider now the unbranched covering R of N and UCR as in the
beginning of this section. Consider the universal covering r :D-R: (Recall that
RCMGr and p1ðRÞ ¼ p1ðMGrÞ ¼ Gr:) Then r1ðp1Gr ðU 0i ÞÞ ¼TgAGrSig; where Sig is
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biholomorphic to p1Gr ðU 0i Þ: Consider the pullback rðfcij;GrgÞ to the cover ðSigÞ of D:
Since the latter is an acyclic cover and the bundle Er is obtained from the
representation r : Gr-Un; there are locally constant functions rig;Gr : Sig-Un such
that rig;GrðzÞ  r1jh;GrðzÞ ¼ rðcij;GrÞðzÞ for any zASig-Sjha|; and rilg;Gr ¼ rig;Gr  rðlÞ:
Deﬁne Fig;Gr ¼ rðci;GrÞ  rig;Gr on Sig: Then from the above equations it follows that
Fig;GrðzÞ ¼ Fjh;GrðzÞ for any zASig-Sjh: That is the family fFig;Grg determines a
global function FGrAOðD; GLnðCÞÞ: Now, the group Gr acts holomorphically on D
by Mo¨bius transformations such that each lAGr maps any Sig biholomorphically
onto Silg: In particular, for zASig we have
FGrðlðzÞÞ ¼ rðci;GrÞðlðzÞÞ  rilg;Gr ¼ FGrðzÞ  ðr1ig;Gr  rilg;GrÞ ¼ FGrðzÞ  rðlÞ:
Clearly, FGr satisﬁes the required estimates of Theorem 1.6. Since the universal
covering U˜ of U admits a holomorphic embedding intoD equivariant with respect to
the actions of Gr on U˜ and D; respectively, the restriction FGr jU˜ determines the
required matrix function a: &
Proof of Corollary 1.8. Let fzigCU be a sequence such that r1ðfzigÞCD is the set
of zeros of a non-zero bounded holomorphic function. In particular, there is a
Blaschke product B whose set of zeros (counted with their multiplicities) is exactly
r1ðfzigÞ: Since the set r1ðfzigÞ is invariant with respect to the action of G :¼ p1ðUÞ
and B is an interior function, we have BðgðzÞÞ ¼ BðzÞ  rðgÞ; gAG; for some
representation r : G-U1: Now according to Theorem 1.6, there is a holo-
morphic function aAOðD;CÞ such that aðgðzÞÞ ¼ aðzÞ  rðgÞ; gAG; and
maxfjjajjN; jja1jjNgpC for some constant C depending on N only. Set h˜ðzÞ :¼
BðzÞ=aðzÞ: Then h˜ is invariant with respect to the action of G; the set of zeros
(counted with their multiplicities) of h˜ is r1ðfzigÞ; and jjh˜jjNpC: Clearly, h˜ ¼ rðhÞ
for some hAHNðUÞ satisfying the required properties. &
6. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.7
Proof of Theorem 1.7. In the proof, we use the Lax–Halmos theorem (see e.g., [T]).
By S1 we denote the boundary of D:
Lax–Halmos Theorem. Let M be a weak  closed submodule of the HNðDÞ-module
HNn ðDÞ: Then for some k we have M ¼ C  HNk ðDÞ; where C is a left unimodular
n  k matrix with entries in HNðDÞ; that is, CðxÞ CðxÞ ¼ Ik for a.e. x; xAS1: If two
such modulesC  HNk ðDÞ and Y  HNm ðDÞ are equal, then k ¼ m andC ¼ Y  V ; where
VAUk:
The proof of a similar result for submodules of H2n ðDÞ (with the same conclusion
but with H2kðDÞ instead of HNk ðDÞ) can be found, e.g., in [Ni, Lect.I, Corollary 6].
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The required result now can be obtained from the case of H2n ðDÞ similar to the proof
in [Ga, Chapter II, Theorem 7.5].
We proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.7. In our proof, we use a scheme suggested
in [T]. Here, however, instead of the Forelli theorem [F] we use Theorem 1.1 of [Br1],
and instead of the classical Grauert theorem [Gr] our Theorem 1.6.
Let r :D-U be the universal covering map and G ¼ p1ðUÞ: We can identify
HNðUÞ with HNG :¼ rðHNðUÞÞ; the subalgebra of G-invariant functions in the
algebra HNðDÞ: The module M can be identiﬁed with an HNG -submodule in HNG;n :
¼ rðHNn ðUÞÞ: Let N be the weak  closed HNðDÞ-module generated by M: Then by
the Lax–Halmos theorem, N ¼ C  HNk ðDÞ; where C is a left unimodular matrix. If
AAG; then C  HNk ðDÞ ¼ ðC 3AÞ  HNk ðDÞ and so by the Lax–Halmos theorem
CðAðzÞÞ ¼ CðzÞ  aðAÞ for all zAD; where aðAÞAUk: It is clear that a : G-Uk is a
homomorphism. According to Theorem 1.6, there is a bounded matrix
OAOðD; GLkðCÞÞ such that OðAðzÞÞ ¼ OðzÞ  aðAÞ: Since aðAÞ ¼ aðAÞ1; we have
O0ðAðzÞÞ ¼ aðAÞ  O0ðzÞ; where by Theorem 1.6, O0 :¼ O1 is a bounded matrix from
OðD; GLkðCÞÞ: Let
HNðD; aÞ :¼ ffAHNk ðDÞ : f ðAðzÞÞ ¼ aðAÞ  f ðzÞ for all zAD and all AAGg:
Then N-HNG;n ¼ C  HNðD; aÞ: Further, C  O0 is a bounded n  k matrix
with entries in HNG ; N-HNG;n ¼ C  O0  HNG;k; and C  O0 is the pullback of
an n  k matrix H with entries in HNðUÞ: It remains to check the equality
N-HNG;n ¼ M:
By [Br, Theorem 1.1] there exists a bounded weak  continuous HNG -linear
projector P : HNðDÞ-HNG satisfying
Pð f  gÞ ¼ Pð f Þ  g for any fAHNðDÞ; gAHNG :
This P determines the weak  continuous projector Pn : HNn ðDÞ-HNG;n:
Pnð f1;y; fnÞ ¼ ðPð f1Þ;y; Pð fnÞÞ; ð f1;y; fnÞAHNn ðDÞ:
Further, any fAN-HNG;n is the limit in the weak  topology of a net f fag of the form
fa ¼
Pna
i¼1 gia  hia; where giaAHNðDÞ; hiaAM: Since Pnðgia  hiaÞ ¼ PnðgiaÞ  hia; we
have Pnð faÞAM: Finally, Pnð f Þ ¼ fAM because according to our hypothesis M is
weak  closed.
To estimate the norms of H and ðrðHÞjS1Þ1 it sufﬁces to estimate the norms of
rðHÞjS1 ¼ ðC  O0ÞjS1 and its inverse. But then the required estimates follow from the
fact that C is a left unimodular matrix and maxfjjO0jj; jjðO0Þ1jjgpCðn; NÞ: (Here
and below, jj  jj is determined similar to the deﬁnition of Section 1.3.) Therefore, we
have maxfjjrðHÞjj; jjðrðHÞjS1Þ1jjgpn3=2Cðn; NÞ: &
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let A ¼ ðaijÞ be an n  k matrix, kon; with entries in
HNðUÞ: Assume that the family of determinants of submatrices A of order k satisﬁes
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the corona condition. According to Lemma 1 of [T], one can ﬁnd a k  n matrix G
with entries in HNðUÞ such that
G  A ¼ Ik: ð6:1Þ
The operator G maps vAHNn ðUÞ into G  vAHNk ðUÞ: Let KerðGÞCHNn ðUÞ be its
kernel. Clearly, KerðGÞ is a weak  closed submodule of HNn ðUÞ: Then according to
Theorem 1.7 and (6.1), KerðGÞ ¼ H  HNnkðUÞ for some n  ðn  kÞ matrix H
with entries in HNðUÞ: For the matrix J :¼ In  A  G; we have G  J ¼ 0: Let us
deﬁne Ji as the ith column of the matrix J: Then JiAHNn ðUÞ; G  Ji ¼ 0;
JiAKerðGÞ ¼ H  HNnkðUÞ; and for some column SiAHNnkðUÞ we have Ji ¼ H  Si:
Consider the ðn  kÞ  n matrix S ¼ ðS1;y; SnÞ: Then J ¼ H  S and A  G þ H 
S ¼ In: So the n  n matrix F :¼ ðA; HÞ is invertible and F1 ¼ GS
 
: Since kon;
we can divide the last column of F by detðFÞ to obtain an invertible matrix A˜ with
detðA˜Þ ¼ 1 which extends A:
Now, let d40 be the value in the corona condition (1.3) for the minors of A of
order k and jjAjj be the norm of A: Then effective estimates for solutions of the
corona problem in HNðUÞ see [Br, Corollary 1.5] and Lemma 1 of [T] imply that
jjGjjpc1ðn; N; d; jjAjjÞ: From here and the estimate for jjHjj; jjðrðHÞjS1Þ1jj in
Theorem 1.7, we obtain that jjSjjpc2ðn; N; d; jjAjjÞ: These estimates together give an
estimate maxfjjA˜jj; jjðA˜Þ1jjgpc3ðn; N; d; jjAjjÞ (which does not depend of the choice
of U).
The proof of the theorem is complete. &
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